
2nd Quarter Economic Outlook 

 

There are many cross currents in the market, most of these cross currents emanate from the 

economy and they are analyzed below.  

Summary 

 

 Even though this economic cycle is the second longest in economic history, it is expected 

to continue to grow in 2018 and 2019. Economists are famous for not catching inflection 

points in the economy, especially this late in the cycle. 

 

 Consumer and business confidence remains high 

 

 Business capital spending has strengthened due to high business confidence and generous 

tax incentives 

 

 Corporate profits are very strong this year thanks to generous tax cuts. Most analysts are 

forecasting much lower earnings growth next year. 

 

 Inflation, interest rates, and oil prices are all rising  

 

 The consumer is the largest component of our economy, and there are signs spending is  

stalling. 

 

 Last year there was a synchronous growing global economy. This trend may be reversing. 

 

 Even though the tax cuts are providing some economic growth, the cuts will be creating 

trillion dollar deficits that will probably become headwinds for the economy. 

 

 Trade wars are the biggest fears of businesses. The 2nd largest concerns are geopolitical. 

 

The Economy, GDP, and Tax Cuts 

 

Below is a chart of the trend for GDP: 

 
 



Growth has been uneven this economic cycle. There were several quarters where growth is 

above 3%. 

 

So far the new administration was able to achieve two quarters of growth over 3% and two 

quarters below. For much of this cycle, first quarters have been weak, mostly due to winter 

weather. Last year and this year economic growth was slow in the first quarter. The first quarter 

of 2018 was only 2.3%. 

 

Businesses are enthusiastic regarding this pro-business administration, and they are taking 

advantage of their tax cuts. 

 

We do see capital spending increasing thanks to very generous capital spending tax write-offs. 

 
Source: Charles Schwab, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Fed Bank of Philadelphia 

 

Capital spending did rebound and are at the highest since 2000. Future capital spending looks 

like it may slow down and a few of the reasons are the uncertainty regarding the potential of 

trade wars with many of our trading partners, and geopolitical concerns, rising interest rates. 

 

Corporate profits have been very strong. I do analyze earnings in my monthly market updates. 

Click here to read my last market update. 

 

Below is a survey regarding how corporations may spend their tax savings: 

 

 
Source: Barron’s 

https://theretirementinvestmenteducator.com/page/rie/monthlymarketupdate/2018-04-30-002.pdf


Unfortunately the list does not include more hiring or pay increases for employees. More M &A 

could help stock and market prices. The survey does say that 60% of mid-cap companies will 

buy back their stock. Buybacks are accelerating and not just mid-cap companies but also S & P 

companies: 

 
 

This is not capital well spent; buying back stock at the end of a cycle with tax cuts that will cause 

huge deficits is not wise. It would be better for companies to buy back their stock at the 

beginning of a cycle when stock prices and valuations are low rather than late in the cycle where 

valuations and prices are too high. The chart below shows the high and low of this cycle. 

 

 
Source: www.erlangerchartroom.com 

 



The markets are up over 200% since the start of the cycle. Again, it would be wiser to invest, 

buyback company stock at lower prices and valuations rather than at high prices and valuations. 

 

Buying high is normal for companies as that is when they have the capital, and when prices and 

valuations are low they are normally strapped for cash 

 

 
 

Buybacks tend to be low at the bottom of economic and market cycles and peak near market 

tops. The buybacks could give support to stocks and the market. It would be better for companies 

to postpone their buybacks until valuations and prices are lower. 

 

I did write about how tax cuts to corporations have a small multiplier effect on the economy and 

using tax cut savings to buyback stocks is one of the reasons why. Below is a chart that shows 

the multiplier effect of different monetary policies: 

 



 
 

As the chart above shows, corporate tax cuts have the lowest multiplier effect, and infrastructure 

and governments spending has the highest impact, if there is wise capital allocation. Click here 

to read my research report on Trumponomics and Tax Reform. 

 

The other problem with the tax cuts is without cuts in government spending there will be 

ballooning deficits that will add to our significant federal debts. 

 

 
 

If we go into a recession, tax revenue will fall and unemployment insurance will rise and deficits 

could explode. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/trumponomics-part-2-tax-reform-dan-hassey/


The deficits need to be financed by issuing more treasuries. 

 

 
 

To attract investors, rates will probably have to increase and the huge financing needs could 

crowd out other borrowers including state and local governments and corporations. 

 

The Consumer 

 

Since the consumer is the largest component of the economy, let’s review a few important data 

points regarding the consumer. 

 

Unemployment has improved during this recovery: 

 
We are at full employment and some economists are worried about wage pressures that could 

increase inflation. 

 



We do have tight labor markets: 

 

 
Source: The Daily Shot 

 

At the start of the Great Recession, there were about 7 applicants for each job opening. Now the 

ratio is about one to one, a dramatic improvement. 

 

The improved job picture, rising real estate and stock prices have improved consumer 

expectations: 

 

 
 

Consumer expectations are near peak levels going back to 2000. Even though expectations are 

high, consumer consumption has been stalling. 



 

Existing home sales are rebounding: 

 

 
Despite rising mortgage rates and low inventory, existing home sales are rebounding. 

 

Auto sales look like they may have peaked: 

 

 
Source: The Daily Shot 

 

Auto sales have stalled since 2015. There was a surge in auto sales after the election, but the 

trend has stalled again. 

 

The savings rate has dropped to a low for this cycle, and this could be a problem if we go into a 

recession: 



 

 
Source: FRED, Federal Reserve Economic Data 

 

If we get into economic trouble, a low savings rate would make it difficult for consumers to 

adjust economically. 

 

Inflation, Interest Rates, the Fed 

 

The average historical inflation rate is about 3%, and it has been below that for much of this 

cycle: 

 

 
 



There are inflationary pressures from a tight labor market (see employment trend charts on pages 

6, 7). We are also seeing much higher oil prices that could also put upward pressure on inflation. 

 

 
Source: Barchart.com 

 

WTI (Western Texas Intermediate) oil prices bottomed in 2016 and have more than doubled to 

around $70. Brent crude, considered the foreign oil benchmark, is about $80. The reasons for the 

rise in oil prices include: 

 

 Long-term global oil demand forecasts were 100 million barrels a day by 2020. We’re 

close to that in 2018. 

 

 Venezuela oil production has been in decline for some time due to underinvestment and 

poor reserve management. So far this year production is down about .5 million. 

 

 OPEC has cut production by about 1.2 million barrels per day since 2016. 

 

 The U.S. has pulled out of participation in the Iranian agreement to reduce its nuclear 

programs. The U.S. will put sanctions back on Iran. Some analysts think this could 

reduce supplies even more. I don’t think Iranian oil sanctions will work as well this time. 

Below are the countries that import Iranian oil: 

 



 
Source: WSJ 

 

The last time sanctions were placed there were difficult and lengthy negotiations to get nations to 

not import Iranian oil. I doubt some of these countries will be on board to cut their Iranian oil 

imports again. 

 

The dollar has been rising, so this could be good for keeping inflation low as a higher dollar 

means the dollar can buy more foreign goods and services. 

 
Source: Barchart.com 

 

The stronger dollar could hurt U.S. corporate profits for companies that have foreign sales. The 

currency conversion could result in losses. The stronger dollar could also hurt countries that 

borrow in dollars as it becomes more expensive to service their dollar denominated debts. 

Turkey and Argentina are cited as two examples. 



 

There have been 6 Fed Funds rate hikes since late 2015. There will probably be more. Below is a 

chart that shows the trend of inflation and the Fed Funds Rate. 

 

 
Source: FRED, Federal Reserve Economic Data 

 

Normally all interest rates reflect inflation. Notice the chart above that the Fed Funds (red trend 

line) rate is normally higher than inflation (blue trend line) investors demand to be paid at least 

the inflation rate to protect the purchasing power of their dollar.  

 

Also, notice that since the Great Recession that started in 2008, inflation is higher than the Fed 

Funds Rate and this is very unusual. Currently the Fed Funds rate is 1.5% to 1.75%; the Fed is 

trying to normalize rates and also adjust to a rising inflation trend. The Fed plans to raise the Fed 

Funds Rate to 3% by 2020.  

 

The Fed is reducing its balance sheet of government securities and that could increase long-term 

rates as supply increases and rates will probably have to rise to attract investors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The Global Economy 

 

In 2014, China was shifting their economic focus from exporting and manufacturing to the 

Chinese consumer. This caused many commodities to collapse and many of the countries that 

supplied China with commodities went into recessions. For example, oil prices collapsed from 

over $100 to below $30 and several oil producing countries went into recessions. Last year many 

of these commodities recovered including oil (see oil chart on page 10) so we had a global 

growth synchronous economy.  

 

Below is a chart that shows growth last year and Bloomberg projections for this year: 

 

 
  

The chart shows there are only two countries that are expected to have better growth in 2018, 

Brazil and the United States. Trade wars concerns, global central bank tightening, and higher oil 

prices are some of the reasons Bloomberg economists expect slower growth this year. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Summary & Conclusion 

 

There are tail and headwinds for this economy. 

 

Tailwinds include: The economy is growing close to 3%, relatively low inflation, consumer and 

business confidence is high, housing is rebounding, capital spending is strong, corporate earnings 

are very strong 

 

Headwinds include: 

 

Rising inflation, interest rates and oil prices, concerns about trade wars, potential peak auto sales, 

global economic growth is expected to slow this year, large deficits in the coming years, we are 

in the late phases of this economic cycle, and geopolitical concerns e.g. Iran, Syria, and North 

Korea. 

 

Also, the uncertainty of mid-term elections and more negative news from Mueller’s 

investigations. There was another guilty plea in May; this time it was Paul Manafort’s ex-son-in-

law. Paul Manafort was President Trump’s campaign manager.  If the Democrats take over 

Congress, it will be difficult for this President to continue to pursue his economic agenda, and 

they could start impeachment proceedings, depending on Mueller’s final report. 

 

These head and tailwinds will keep the markets volatile. 

 

We are very late in this economic cycle and economists are not good at forecasting inflection 

points. Businesses and investors should be cautious.  

 


